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QUESTION: 1
Which resource description window will allow you to see what fields make up a "key"?

A. None of the other alternatives
B. Table Descriptions
C. Window Descriptions
D. Field Descriptions

Answer: B

QUESTION: 2
How many consecutive "1 to Many" links can be made when creating a report?

A. 15
B. 1
C. 0
D. 5

Answer: D

QUESTION: 3
Which of the following report types will allow you to change the Using Key field on the
Report Definition window?

A. Primary
B. Secondary
C. Custom
D. Original

Answer: A, B, C

QUESTION: 4
Which type of report allows you to print a modified report in place of an original report?
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A. Custom
B. New
C. Primary
D. Secondary

Answer: C

QUESTION: 5
What is the function of the A icon on the toolbox?

A. It allows you to rank the importance of the report.
B. It allows you to place a table field on the report.
C. It allows you to place a text field on the report.
D. It allows you to place a field in section A of the report.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 6
What is required if you want to change the color and fonts of fields on a report?

A. The report needs to be a text report.
B. The report needs to be a secondary copy.
C. The report needs to be a primary copy.
D. The report needs to be a graphical report.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 7
Which of the following will allow you to select multiple fields on a report layout window
at the same time?

A. Holding down the Tab key and selecting additional fields
B. Holding down the Space Bar and selecting additional fields
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C. Holding down the Shift key and selecting additional fields
D. "Lasso" method

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 8
What must be true in order to create a table relationship?

A. The tables must be a part of the same module.
B. The tables must be a part of the same series.
C. The tables must have a "common field".
D. The tables must have a 1 to 1 relationship.

Answer: C
QUESTION: 9
Which of the following expression types are supported for creating user defined fields with
Report Writer?

A. Conditional
B. Calculated
C. Boolean
D. Fractional

Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 10
Which text report options should be checked on the Report Definition window if you want
to use more than one font on a report?

A. Variable Characters/Inch
B. 17 Characters/Inch
C. 10 Characters/Inch
D. Best Text Fit
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